Logistic Specialist (Supply) – The Royal Logistic Corps
Class 3 Course

Course Aim.

To train entry-level RLC soldiers in operational and routine materiel supply procedures including the supervised receipt, issue, storage, maintenance, accounting and consignment of supplies. To enable understanding that these procedures and tasks are carried out in order to provide dedicated materiel support to customer Units as part of an integrated Defence Supply Chain.

Course Objectives.

Training Objectives associated with the Class 3 courses are:

- Identify the Roles and Responsibilities of Joint Support Chain (JSC).
- Recognise Safety, Health, Environmental & Fire (SHEF) requirements within the workplace.
- Carry out the duties of a Class 3 Log Spec (Sup) within a Supply Environment.
- Carry out the duties of a Class 3 Log Spec (Sup) on all current Log IS.
- Identify Assurance requirements within a Supply environment.

Duration.

The course is three weeks residential training delivered by Supply Chain Division at Worthy Down.

Enrolment Criteria.

Personnel must meet the following criteria to apply for the course¹:

- Successfully completed the Combat Logisticians Course.

Accreditation.

The course is accredited and mapped to professional qualifications at Level 2 and includes enrolment and completion of an Adult Apprenticeship.

Dates & Enrolment.

Courses dates for each Training Year can be found within the relevant DCLPA Pamphlets. Queries and applications are to be submitted via the Unit career management single point of contact to the courses clerk within DCLPA Training Operations.

¹ Request to deviate can be sought in accordance with RLC Training Instructions.